
With my job at MacKay and Somps, the last 16 years of records in the Sacramento area 
were accessible. The office has its own GIS department so all of the data was already in GIS 
format. With this data set I was able to compare development in the Sacramento area over time. 
When first observing this there was greater change present then anticipated. Overlaying the 
data year over year became a tool to analyze the way the city was growing, and see the 
planning structure of the cities civil engineering firms.  

 
As an employee of a company that has been working for 65 years in the Sacramento 

and Bay Area, it was important to highlight the accomplishments of this field considering how 
much development gets swallowed up in bad press and misunderstanding. Everyone talks 
about mechanical and architectural engineering, but no one gives credit to the civil firms that 
make way for the mechanical and architectural engineers to do their work.  

 

 
 
MacKay and Somps, having been in business for over 50 years, had a plethora of 

information on California saved on the servers dating back quite a few years. The data was 
easy to work with because all of the information had already been verified and stored in GIS 
compatible format. There was much more information than I was able to get through, but 
locating a folder containing data for Sacramento County covering the past 16 years was a good 
place to start. One glaring problem was that the data was missing for 2003, 2004, and 2009. 
Cataloguing the data and creating a excel file gave an insight that brought my map together. 
Parcel data was available for every year. However, trimming down the data set to just 2002 and 
2018 improved that map visually as well as made it more informative to people who do not 
understand the use of parcels. Once it was slimmed down to only two years out of the 16, street 
centerlines became a natural second addition to the data set, as it shows another very important 
part of civil development. Put together the data showed a clearer understanding of where the 
county had grown. Parcels without centerlines do not look like much at all, therefore clarity was 
achieved by including both in the map. Now that the data was gathered and placed, it was 
necessary to find a way to differentiate between both the years as well as parcel vs centerline 
data. Choosing red and blue as base colours ensured that when the data was viewed from far 
away or printed at small scale. Making all parcels shades of red and centerlines shades of blue 
did not paint a clear picture of the data, so coding the colours by year instead of data type was 



chosen. Centerlines became the thinnest and darkest lines, blue for 2002, and red for 2018 and 
layered on top of the thicker brighter polygonal shapes of the parcels. Once that data was 
properly designed, there was the issues of the scale. To encompass the entire data set, each of 
the parcels were almost indistinguishable from each other, let alone the centerline data. Adding 
multiple map frames to the layout enabled a way to zoom in and highlight certain areas that 
were prime examples of the civil construction done since 2002. Three places in Sacramento 
County stood out the most: North Natomas above the Sleep Train Amphitheatre for parcel 
development, and both Folsom around the prison as well as just southeast of  Rancho Cordova 
for centerlines. After creating the extra map frames positioning them around the main map did 
not cut it, so the addition of rectangle and line shapes in purely decorative manner were added 
to show the viewer where on the busy map that the data was highlighted from.  

 

 
  

Working for a civil engineering firm, the types of historical data was limited in terms of 
the amount of current data you can find online. Figuring out how to piece together the data into 
a project that not only shows growth over time but also shows how big of an impact civil 
engineering has on the world around us was a challenge. I wanted to do a project on the 
hydraulics and hydrology of the area given the water shortage to prove that there is indeed 
things put in place to not only conserve water but effectively use and distribute it. That data was 
just not there because the data we have is about existing structures not ones as a civil firm we 
design and build. The excel chart with the years vs the data types included for each year 
cleared up what information would be most viable for this particular project. Once the data was 
chosen and set in ArcGis Pro, the issue of not having a viable scale presented itself. The choice 
between displaying all the data with little to no visible understandability or cutting the data to a 
certain section to show visibly what was going on with parcel and centerline growth presented 



itself. Having multiple map frames included on my project was the only solution that both notes 
from class or the internet message boards could offer. It was even better that the scales of each 
map frame could be different from each other. After the map frames were set up, the data was 
more visible, but there was no connection to the base map. With ArcGIS having no graphic 
abilities, adapting lines and polygons to act as visual aids instead of data was utilized. This 
brought each map frame clearly back to the data’s original location. This made the map 
crowded, but worth it considering the ridiculous size the map would have to be to display any 
level of detail if only the county boundaries were shown. Taking the sheer amount of data, it 
would have been nice to turn off the erroneous data from the viewports it was not needed in. For 
example, in the centerline data map frames, the parcel data is not needed, and vice versa, the 
centerline data in the parcel map frame crowds the data and makes it more complicated than it 
needed to be. Even searching online no solution presented itself. Many online said it could be 
done, but none of the techniques stated were working. A possible Desktop vs Pro issue or 
something to do with locking the parts of the map. Throughout all of these conundrums, the map 
came together nicely and shows the data that was expected. A further use of time would have 
been making a web-app for the map because the ability to dynamically zoom into small portions 
of the map would help readability.  
 

 
 
I learned you can make a map out of almost anything, before this class I never realised 

that you can take almost any form of data and manipulate it to be shown graphically. I learned a 
great respect for the GIS Department at work. This one map took me a long time to complete. I 
am interested in completing more of my education with GIS as a base considering the work that 
it goes into making every civil project from the staking of sites in survey to calculation sheets to 
the final submitted improvement plans the GIS work stays through it all.  



 


